Trace Mineral Drops 450x reviews
Global Rating: 4.93 from 28 reviews.
Minerals the easy way (5/5) Oct 17, 2015
Anonymous CA US
Love the convenience of a few drops in juice everyday to get my daily minerals.
I'm 66 Years Old

(5/5)Oct 15, 2015
Norman LaMotte
San Tan Valley Az US
Things I have noticed since I have been using Trace Mineral Drops
1. Brain Fog has decreased
2. No more short term memory loss
3. I have more dark hair mixed in with the grey
4. Arthritis flare ups decreased and eventually have gone away
5. Less joint stiffness the day after a work out
6. Finger and toe nails seem to be healthier and stronger
I have used trial and error testing on myself, a month on three months off a month on and two
months off a month on and one month off. I have noticed the same changes consistently every
time I start back. I think now I know what works for me and Trace Minerals is a product I should
use daily for my well being and health the rest of my life. I'm 66 years old.

THIS STUFF IS AMAZING!! (5/5) Oct 6, 2015
Elizabeth Davis Wilmington DE US
I have been taking the 8 drops daily in my orange juice every morning for well over a year. I
have not been getting sick like I used to. I always had a cold or something about 3 to 4 times a
year. I am just amazed. I put a few drops in the water for my plants from time to time they seem
to like it too. just perk up so nice. I wish there was an automatic ship plan.

Trace Mineral Drops 450X (5/5) Oct 4, 2015
Marjorie Seppings Independence MO US
The results of using this product are subtle. There are certainly no ill effects. But I can really tell

when I miss a a day or two. I begin get an overall feeling of malaise.

Miracle drops (5/5) Sep 27, 2015
Lynne Webb Kilmarnock Vi US
I have been distilling my drinking water for 20+ years so I've had to use mineral replacement.
Several months ago when I ran out of mine I went online to do some research and came across
Trace Mineral Drops 450+ and decided to give them a try. I am a 58-year-old woman and my
hair was thinning and breaking and my eyebrows were thinning noticeably. My joints were also
developing arthritis. When I received the first bottle I used them faithfully in my drinking water
and started noticing a change in my hair almost immediately. To my surprise my eyebrows
started growing back in again . When I ran out I started using another product from the local
health food store and once again my hair became brittle. I went back online and found your
product and started using it again and lo and behold my hair and nails improved tremendously. I
am a health coach and highly recommend your mineral drops to all of my clients who are dealing
with these issues . Thank you for an awesome product! You're satisfied customer, Lynne W.

Trace Mineral Drops (5/5) Sep 26, 2015
Steve Oklahoma City Ok US
I have been using the drops as directed and I have no complaints. They seem to act as described
as my body seems to exhibit more energy and balance from the trace minerals. I started taking
them because I found out that my trace mineral content in my body was not what it was supposed
to be. So, that being stated, I highly recommend the product, and plan on continuing their usage.
Drops are 8 daily, not a big deal, and it helps to think of the long-term positive results.

Trace Mineral Drops (5/5) Sep 18, 2015
Mamalarkey KC KS US
I am very happy with the excellent price, rapid delivery and the detailed website explaining your
product. I decided it exceeded all the others by revealing each mineral and quantity, and the price
was $3 less a month. The service is so good too.

Save Money (5/5) Sep 10, 2015
Father Richard Dallas Tx US
This product seems to be the same product several others water down and sell for anything from

$96.00 to $45.00. Saves time and money to just use a few drops instead of "an oz." each day.
Much easier to carry with you. Thanks for the product.

Trace Mineral Drops (5/5) Aug 25, 201
5anthony w petrizio cherry hill nj US
Yes
I feel the difference !
The trace Minerals are easy to take and I can taste the substance so I know they are dissolved
easily and assimilated.
I also take them with de-ionized water which may help with absorption.
I have spread the word about Alpha Health Support and people seem to understand and are
responsive. Presently taking the liquid vitamins and liquid calcium in addition to the Trace
minerals, so i hope i have it covered.

Dear Alpha Health (5/5) Apr 30, 2015
Deborah Hodge Huntington We US
I suffer with 27 different ailments and conditions, mainly due to an auto-immune disease. The
last health crisis about six months ago nearly sent me "over the edge." After living through the
H1N1 flu, I could barely make it out of bed for about three months. However, I was determined
to find something, anything, to help me as modern medicine seemed to have failed. So, while in
bed, I surfed the Web looking for that magic bullet.
Although I had taken vitamins for many years, one of my search questions was "what must a
human take on a daily basis to acquire optimum health?" While I didn't find an overnight "magic
bullet" none-the-less I found my answer at Alpha Health. I swear by the Trace Mineral Drops in
particular!
Within two months of taking the drops (along with their liquid vitamins, Omega 3,6,9, and
amino acids which are sold in a kit), I was able to get out of bed and become functional again.
That's why I keep on ordering them month after month. And, although not totally "cured" (no
one product can be expected to do that) it has enabled me to live a higher quality of life. I never
want to have to stay in the bed again simply because I don't have the energy to get out of it!
Tony at Alpha Health support is really great. He answers any questions you might have about
their products very promptly.
Plus, they ship their products immediately. (I am always pleasantly surprised how quickly they
arrive in my mailbox.)
In my view, you couldn't ask for better Customer Service or products.

Minerals for life (5/5) Feb 23, 2015
Vaughn Thomas Palmdale CA US
I have been using the trace minerals now for about little over
A week, and i love them, i wake up every morning early and full
of energy, i have been studying the importants of minerals.
And now Know that all disease is caused by mineral deficiency.
So i will be taking these for life!!!!!!!
Vaughn Thomas
Palmdale California

Trace mineral drops (5/5) Feb 22, 2015
pam pearson delray beach
Love this product and feel that I am getting the important trace minerals that are lacking from
my diet. Since starting this product I have noticed an extra bonus of my hair not shedding as
much, and my nails are becoming stronger.

Trace Mieral Drops 450x (5/5) Feb 13, 2015
Jack O. Northridge CA
Great product. Had issues with my back and siatic
pain. These minerals eased my pain in just a few days. I highly
reccomand them to anyone with any type of body pain.

Great product Great service (5/5) Dec 20, 2014
Karin Fullerton CA US
Always on time service. Trace minerals are an important part of my diet helping me stay active
and healthy.

Best deal available (5/5) Dec 14, 2014
Gary Rockford Il
Great product. Great price. Easy to implement into dietary regime.

Trace minerals drops (5/5) Nov 19, 2014
Pamela pearson Delray Beach US
Although there are other trace mineral drops on the market, I feel that this is the best and most
absorbable form of trace minerals. I read the entire website, and feel that this product is well
worth considering. I highly recommend that you educate yourself on the subject.
I have just started taking the minerals about a week ago, and am looking forward to seeing
positive health changes.

Like it so far (5/5) Nov 14, 2014
Linda Harding Duncanville Te US
Seems to be what I had intended. I mix it in juice, which helps with the taste. Came quickly,
easy to use dropper.

The Best (5/5) Oct 31, 2014
Sonia White Arlington Ma US
This product has done wonders for me. I am amazed at the surge in my energy since the first day
I took Trace Mineral Drops. All the years I spent on taking other supplements that claimed to
offer superior results, now seem like a waste of money. I am 75 years old and haven't felt this
good in a long, long time.

TRACE MINERAL DROPS (5/5) Sep 19, 2014
Wendy Schildwachter Westchester Ne US
If you are going to take a mineral supplement, it must be in liquid form for the body to be able
to absorb them. I had been taking very good quality liquid mineral supplement for years when I
discovered Trace Mineral Drops. The problems with my old minerals was they came in a quart
bottle, you had to measure out an ounce, and then the opened bottle had to be refrigerated. They
not only took up space in the refrigerator but they were very difficult to travel with. Trace
Mineral Drops has the highest quality and contains a lot more minerals than any other liquid
mineral that I have found. All this is wrapped up in a small easy take formula. They are a win,
win as far as I am concerned.

Ms. Louise Brock (5/5) Sep 7, 2014
Louise Brock Tucson Az US
This is my second order for the Trace Mineral Drops and I am very pleased with the product and

will continue to use it.

Trace Mineral Drops 450x (5/5) Sep 4, 2014
Leah Cooper WA US
The mineral drops seem to be helping me recover my health and i really appreciate the
incredibly fast service...I was almost out before I remembered to order again.
Thanks!

Trace Mineral Drops 450x (5/5) Jun 28, 2014
Linda W MN
We're happy with the product, the speed of delivery & the results!

Muscle Spasms Gone (5/5) May 24, 2014
Jill Gianettoni Mountain View CA US
After a bout with breast "C", I've been on tamoxifen for over a year now. The side effects are
awful, but thanks to Alpha Trace Minerals one of the side effects - muscle spasms - is all but
gone. I also added Calcium which in combination with the Alpha Trace Minerals, really has done
the trick for the debilitating muscle spasms I would get every night.
Thank you Alpha!!

Staying Healthy! (4/5) Apr 17, 2014
William Grissom Brooksville Fl US
Sorry but I cannot give 5 stars until I see results, so I'll get back with you when I hit 100! I have
been on trace Mineral Drops for a month and have had no adverse results. I can say I am a Very
active 67 ++ year old who is working, lifting hauling and in the fit of health, and adding the
TMDs are part of my plan to stay just that healthy.
I take no prescription Meds, but I do take Vitamins, Minerals, fish oil, cinnamon with Honey and
have a wife who actually prepares healthy from scratch meals. We do not eat convenient
prepared food, and home garden, also fresh caught fish and a very limited amount red meat is
very much in our diet.
I have recently purchased a 3 month supply of your "Senior package" which I assume you will
give me a chance to rate later, in a separate survey.

Trace mineral drops (5/5) Apr 7, 2014
Corie Linn Canal winchester oh US
Got through the winter without a cold or flu....was it the mineral drops???? Can't say but I am
going to continue to take them.

Trace Mineral Drops (5/5) Mar 22, 2014
Jessica Betz Columbus Oh US
These trace minerals were the reason I could start eating again without stomach pain. I can also
absorb my nutrients now as well...could not be more happy with this product thank you :)

